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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the statement by. the Higher

Education POlicy Group concerning the functionsvcontent, and pattern
of higher education in Britain. Part 1 reviews courses with emphasis
on entry to higher education and the content; arrangement, and length
of courses. Part 2 discusses organization with emphasis on the
coordination,Of higher.education, Machinery for admissionso
degree-giving.powers fOr nonuniversity institutions, the polytechnics
and certain Other local authority colleges, the education and
training of teachers, and the control of standardS and the supply of
teachers. Part 3 reviews finance. 'Emphasis is placed on the dilemma
of numberg and costs, rates of growth, teaching costs, and student
contributions. (MJM)
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INTRODUCTION.

I. The views put forward in this statement represent the general consensus of
the group whose members are listed below. The group has come together with the
object of considering the functions, content and pattern of higher education* in Britain.
It first met at a two-day conference in July 1969, and has met many times since.
Each member has taken part in the discussions in a personal and non-representative
capacity.

2. We have met at a time of national dilemma.- . On current
projections, the number of students wishing and qualified to enter higher education
in the next decade will rise at the rate of five to six per cent per annum, in sharp
contrast with a likely growth in gross national product of about three per cent per
annum. It seemed only realistic to accept as a first premise that the costs of
higher education will have to rise more slowly than the number of qualified entrants:
we have therefore, with regret, been partidularly concerned, to explore Ways of
achieving desired educational goals within strict financial constraints.

3. There are no obvious answers to the questions we have considered. Nor have
we been able to pursue many of them, and particularly those related direotly to
administration and to costs, to their final conclusions. We have simply attempted
to indicate the directions of change we would favour and those we would not,

4. To have set complete unanimity as our goalwould have resulted in the omission
of some important proposals which many, but not all, of us favour, flier aim has
been, instead, to publish a statement at what seemed a timely juncture, with the
very clear reservation that no one member should be assumed to endorse every
paragraph in it.

Entry to higher education

6. If among young people with each type of school-leaving qualifioation the proportion
entering full-time higher edudation remains constant,' the number of entrants is likely
to rise by over two-thirds Within'ten years. -Deapite thin we bald strongly that entry-
opportutlitiea shottid not be diniftlieheci; We propose changeS by which _these -40Ort-
unfies can be Maintained withoitt a pro rata increase In the number of gades,

-* AS defined by the_tobbina Report:" university cot-tree/0-o- oouracti for the education
aild training of teachers, and courses of further education beyond 'A Level-Or hiyond
O, N. O.- Or its etittivitienti,
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6. The entry requirements for degree courses should remain at approximately the
present levels. This should not be taken to imply any judgement about the future of
A Level examinations or of the present pattern of specialised sixth form courses.
Nor should it imply that different -entry qualifications will not be appropriate for some
students In some degree courses. In particular, full recognition should be given to
..he experience, and the qualifications, of those who have been in employment and part-
time education since leaving school. It should be noted that, if entry requirements
remain as they now are, the qualifications of the student population seen as a whole
are likely to improve. By 1980, nearly 25 per cent of SO11301 leavers will have obtained
the equivalent of two or more A Levels; the proportion holding one A Level will also
have risen sharply; and the proportion holding no A. Lev el will fall.

7. We do not, however, think that higher education should become in any sense
obligatory - and accordingly, all who stay on in full-time education between the ages
of 16 and 18 will need an effective system of guidance. Some who will be qualified
to enter will not want to do so. Others may choose an initial period of employment
with opportunities for concurrent part-time study (such as many institutions already
offer), provided they are assured of the right to transfer to full-time higher education
later. An increasing number of institutions should be willing to offer places in a
subsequent year to such applicants, and the entry machinery should be adapted to take
this into account; those offered deferred places should be helped to find relevant
employment during the intervening period by university appointments beards and those
concerned with work placement in other institutions.

The content, arrangement and length of courses

8. In a period of rapid development, it is not possible accurately to predict how
many professionally qualified people will be needed, or indeed what new processions
will need them. Already a proportion of students graduating do not enter the profession
most closely reilated to their studies, or do not stay in that profession throughout
their working lives. It would seem therefore that if a smaller proportion of students
followed narrowly academic honours courses, or courses qualifying them for highly
specific professions, the country would gain by the change. This might also accord
better with the wishes of students, a growing proportion of whom have entry qualifio-
ations ranging across the traditional division between arts and sciences.

9. There are at present men and women in higher education courses they do not
particularly want to take. Several different factors determine an applicant's entry
choices, and it can hardly be expected that all applicants fully understand what is
involved in the selections they make; yet acceptance is_normally related to a particular
course. In our view, -the emphasis should be on entry to the institution, and the choice
Of course Should be-Confirmed only after-the student hai entered. Studonta whose aims
and interests -Subsequently change, or who- find-tbit'their abilities do not match the
course on-which they have embarked; should be readily able to transfer-to an-Other'
course in the same institution or another, with credit fer`the worlethey have done. At
the same time, we would -hopii-toSee a wider range of Cholas, with more 06tirseii

together a number -Of subjects to form ii--coherent-Whol0- (and few6r-Which-constitute
a collection of unrelated segments of knowledge). i these change's were made we
would expect that the overall proportion of students following -specialised aoadenlio or
vocational courses would be reduced.
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10. A degree with honours should be awarded only on completion of three years of
full-time study or its part-time equivalent; and every student should (as at present )
have the right, if he successfully completes his first and second years at the minimum
standard now required, to continue for a third. Entrants to degree courses should,
however, not be faced with three years of full-time education or none. For some,
alternation between full-time and part-time study may be appropriate. Others may
find a full-time course of two years' duration to be adequate for their immediate needs,
and it should be permissible for students at their own choice to leave after two years
taking with them a degree recognising their attainment if a suitable standard has been
reached. But this degree - and we attach considerable importance to its being a degree
rather than a diploma - should also entitle them to return later For a third full-time
year at some institution of higher education with a resumption of grant, credit being
given for any relevant work experience, and the possibility of completing an honours
degree remaining open.

11. A higher proportion of students than at present should go directly into employment
when they graduate, but more should return later for postgraduate or post-experience
education as and when the need arises.

12. Although we have suggested that relatively fewer students might follow specialised
courses, we do not wish to imply that professional qualifications will be less important
than hitherto. On the contrary, they are likely to grow in range and complexity. But
if professional training is to be relevant, the student must be enabled to pursue the
right professional course at the right stage of his educational and working career. For
some, professional training will best form part of a sandwich first degree course,, For
others, it may mean combining a two-year degree course with an immediately following
professional course, supplemented by a year or more of training while in employment
(in-service training) before a professional qualification is awarded. Others again will
wish to acquire such a qualiftoation after a longer period of work experience. There is
scope for considerable variety here, and we hope that the professional bodies will
respond to changing educational, social and professional needs by modifying their
requirements for professional qualifications.

13. If students are to match their needs, wishes and attainments to the much more
flexible and varied arrangements we favour, they will clearly need special guidance
not only befqre entering higher education but also at its various subsequent turning-
pohits.

PA11,1,5T

Coordination of Higher Eduoatiop

14, The higher education eysteM will continue to combine a considerable dlirersity
of institutions with much overlapping of alms and functions between them: bill -existing
administrative differences shoUld not tliateit' their underlying °mown* of purpose.
There can be jiiitifieation fer-differenfIevels of bole Prevision between-different
types of institution, eiting aside for this comparieen'tlit Varying (bill very important)
element'attributable to research and other relevant OUlaide-aotiVities,- the total
Of teaohing a-'firet-degree student en a given type of course in it given subject field
should be broadly similar throughout higher education.



15. Whatever their differences in financial and adminibtrative arrangements, neigh-
bouring institutions of higher education must in the future be functionally related to
each other. Expensive academic cquipMent, including specialist
library collections, should be shared; buildings equipped for teaching should be put
to maximum use and waste of scarce staffing resources avoided wherever possible.
There are also obvious educational and financial advantages in providing social facilities
for use jointly by students in all institutions for whom they would be easily accessible.
A reasonable balance must be struck between the desirability of having facilities readily
available and the equal desirability of using them to the fullest possible extent. Immediate
efforts to overcome the obstacles to cooperation must depend on voluntary initiative,
pending the emergence of an appropriate structure to ensure effective Joint planning in
the long term. If institutions of higher education fail to take active steps to achieve
closer coordination, they are likely to have a less acceptable form of rationalisation
imposed upon them.

Machinery for admissions

16. Our recommendations for cooperation between lifferent types of institution, and
the ease of transfer of students from one to another, would point towards a unified
admissions system for all higher education. It would have to be so designed that the
process of entry to higher education was simplified rather than further complicated:
this may be impracticable at present. To coordinate entry to the whole range of full-
time courses at degree and sub-degree level in all institutions of higher education would
be an enormous undertaking; the complexity of such a system might well deter applic-
ations from less confident students. But the first steps towards rationalisation would
be for the polyteohnics and other colleges of further education offering comparable
courses to agree to a. single common applicattot form for all such courses, and for
the separate admission arrangements for universities and colleges of education to be
merged.

17. Any transfer of students during a first degree course between different institutions
is currently arranged on the personal initiative of the teachers concerned. If the number
of transfers grows, as we think possible, appropriate centr I olearbig house arrange-
ments may need to be considered.

18. Information about postgraduate courses in all institutio a offering higher degrees
should, as a matter of urgency, be brought together in a regular publication. Some
more systematic and coordinated admissions machinery for postgraduate courses in
all institutions will also be needed as numbers grow.

PeRree-gIvIng poi ere for non-untversitv instituttonof

-19, The:chatteilng-of the-itaykl College-of Art-stid Cranfield has established precedents,
-Oak owl degrees. he opportunity -to

app f4r- ilegfee-4444 powers `should be -given to polyteohnios and Wthe largei obllegei
of educilion whenlheY-reach',Of-atiOPilate'Stage of groWtWand aeridenifitAotielopnienf.

moving towards this apObriiViaidenito
adiiisory'eclutiftteeli*(as was One Iii Ae' 40_ of the fornidi Colleges- Advanced

_ -Technology`dirini-theitiransition to university Status).

20, 'rho polyteohntos and other aolleges conducting degree oourses under the Counoll
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for National Academic Awards are at widely varying stages of development: it would
therefore be difficult for the Council to apply the same procedure to all of them now.
However, as each institution grows in experience and excellence the Council might
cease to be concerned primarily with the approval of individual courses, developing
instead means of evaluating the institution as a whole on the basis of its current work
and its future plans. This state of affairs would be easier to bring about if polytechnics
and colleges were able to plan their programmes on a time scale substantially longer
than the present period of one year or so.

The polytechnics and certain other local authority colleges

21. The emergence of the polytechnics has focused attention on the provision of
advanced further education by the local authorities. While the polytechnics draw students
for their wide range of part-time courses mainly from local communities, in their other
work they are increasingly performing a national role. Some local representation in
the control of expenditure must be accepted as a corollary to their local ties, but the
development of these and other degree-giving institutions will depend on their being seen
to have autonomy and responsibility for their own academic development.

22. There is therefore a need for new machinery to reconcile the requirements of
continuity in academic planning with the ultimate responsibilities of local education
authorities. Present arrangements for revenue expenditure make it difficult to permit
forward budgeting for recurrent costs on more than a year-to-year basis, although the
interest in new techniques of financial management now being shown by a number of
authorities is likely to promote more effective long-term planning.

23. In securing approval for capital expenditure on higher education, local education
authorities should be willing to create new arrangements at national level, where they
would act in partnership with other interests. We would favour the establishment of
a central body to replace the existing practice of direst negotiation by individual author-
ities with the Department of Education and Science. Such a body would act after taking
appropriate academic advice from those working in the polytechnics and other colleges.
To ensure that its powers were more than merely advisory, the Department of Education
and Science might with advantage limit its own deoisions to determining the overall
capital expenditure on the public sector of higher education, leaving the new body to
allocate projects within the total budget. The work of this central body would be made
easier if capital for advanced further education were in a separate building programme,
as is already the ease-for capital expenditure'on colleges of education.

The-education and train of

24.- We believe th4 in the long WM feu of the colleges of education should remain
aik highly specialthed intilitutieliK' although many Which, in One way -or' another,- develop
more general functions to retain a speolitl InterOs In both the initial and
the fititlier-educition of teachers Their 441i/flies in'the field of iii-Rervice`trailling
should be encouraged and extendea

25. The options for the colleges shout,' include the following, and individual colleges



should begin to consider which of them are most appropriate to their own needs and,
circumstances:

(1) Some of the larger colleges might develop into chartered degree-giving
institutions in their own right. Their scope might be widened to include
courses in the liberal arts and sciences, as well as courses with a
professional orientation towards the whole range of the social services.
They could usefully eater both for degree and lower level work.

(ii) A number of colleges might become federated or integrated with universities;
others might similarly become parts of polytechnics.

(iii) Still other colleges might concentrate on in-service training for a variety
of professions, and thus have functions within both the higher education
and the further education systems. Their activities might well include
advanced professional training for teachers and social workers, adult
education, and work in conjunction with the Open University.

Control of standards and the supply of teachers

26. The central role of the Institutes of Education in the provision, content and
coordination of the initial and further education of teachers should be clarified, and
their regional distribution re-examined in the light of the recent growth in the number
of universities and the emergence of t.I4 polytechnics.

27. Courses specially designed for the education and training of teachers should
continue to be of not less than three years' duration, and should allow scope for variation
in the arrangement of the training element as between concurrent and enthon courses.
Professional training for all those taking courses with an education component should
in addition require at least one, and preferably two, years of continuing tuition white
teaching before the award of a full professional qualification is finally made. Such
work should be supervised by teachers in schools as well as by those responsible for
teacher education in the universities, polytechnics and colleges. Graduates with
either two- or three-year degrees whose courses have included no education component
should take a postgraduate-course in the:theory and practice of education, which should
similarly be followed by a year or more of practical experience allied with continuing
tuition.

-28. The freeing of some of the colleges of education to pursue other goals in addition
to-the education of teachers,- and the nrnalgamatiOn'of a rannber of colleges With wily-

'Orsities or pOlytechnies,- would raise nationally the question of a guaranteed:pup:ply of
tcabherg od"the-means Of Conti' 011ing-it,"; 'the recent falling :6R to apPlioattotie fOr
entrance to the colleges,: the wastage rate 'during the certificate course, Grid the °fiery

'Thigh- wastage &irk* iteirs- relative weariless of
the'pretent-Ogitein' Of control. j Ditt because=t6tal-entriei'into highlr eduoation'ialtbe
inereasingtOliPtillAi the Overall, total tedeherii`Ctiiihe---,e0eatti4 to`-'ilift!i-aveit Fif
the- repoition -Of ittidente-WhO- enter ietiehingiii lower. It' therefore seen s" likely that

hyallowln$ rearu1tnietiet6 the teaching profeSSIOn to be-influenced
to a greater extent than at present by inarket,forces. If Control weii-needeci could
be exercised through salary scales and through the special provision of Places for the
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professional training of teachers, in much the same way as the government at present
exercises control on the numbers entering the medical, dental or veterinary professions.

PART 3 - FINANCE

The dilemma of numbers and costs

29. On present projections of growth in the number of students, assuming constant
staff /student ratios and no change in the proportion of costs borne by students, public
expenditure on full-time higher education would grow from about £650m in 1970/1 to
about £1,150m in 1981/2 - or from 1.4% of the gross national product to about 2.1%.
Such a rise could be financed either through an increase in the total share of the GNP
devoted to public expenditure, to which both major political parties are opposed, or
through a switch of expenditure to higher education from other public services. We
believe strongly that if expansion is to proceed at an acceptable rate and that if the
necessary standards are to be maintained there will have to be some increase in the
share of GNP going to higher education. But we have reluctantly concluded that an
increase of the magnitude indicated seems out of the question and something will have
to be done to ensure that costs rise more slowly than. this. Three main approaches
are open, given that cost economies should be chosen so that they will do as little
damage as possible.

Rates of growth

30. The first is to limit the rate of growth of student numbers, either by cutting
the number of entrants or by reducing the ,:iffective length of course. We regard a
restriction of the opportunity for entry to higher education as the least desirable of
all approaches - it should not be contemplated unless all other steps fail. But we
have advocated that students should be able to leave with a degree after two years of
full-time study if they wish to do so: this provision is likely somewhat to reduce the
average period of study and so bring about certain savings, For example, a 10 to 16%
reduction in the proportion of students returning for a third full-time year, could save
some E35 to S50m in 1981. There should also be some reduction in the proportion of
new graduates going on to postgraduate work: but against this we favour more post-
graduate education for people with work experience, so the net savings here will be
limited.

Teaching cots

31. The soond approach is to reduce the real cost per student. We believe this
is feasible without loss of qbality. Reduced unit emits may be expected to follow-_
from the concentration of growth-in eXisting institutions and departments. The' evid-
ewe shows that in iarger'departntints the average cost of prodding a-gliten quality
of servile is less. Moreover, developthents in 'educational teohnblogy and resource
management may within the next decade make-it possible to reduce the amount of
duplioation which results from each institution doing everything for itself. Some
reduotion in the staff/student ratio would also not seem wireasonablei but any sudden
or drastic change would be disastrous and we should oppose it. An average reduction
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of, say, 15% in higher education as a whole should be tolerable over a ten-year
period of expansion, but it should be carefully planned so that poorly-staffed depart-
ments and institutions do not suffer, and so that staff numbers continue to grow at
a reasonable rate during the ten-year period of expansion ahead. This would save
260m in 1981,

Student contributions

32. Finally, there is the question of the students' share in the cost. The taxpayers
now provide each student during a three-year course with services and maintenance
worth on average some £4, 000. The potential entrant to higher education would in any
case have a higher lifetime income than the average wage-earner. To this a student's
education adds a further source of earning power: while it makes him more socially
productive, he himself receives a large share of the resulting increase in the social
product. Of course, in so far as education raises income, graduates already pay more
Luc than they would if they had not received higher education: but the value of this extra
tax is small compared with the public subsidy they have received. So the overall
process is a significant source of income inequality, transferring wealth from the
poorer to the richer. The case for a higher student contribution is therefore grounded
in equity.

33. Some may object to any arrangement which, by reducing the effect of the parental
means test, can be seen as affecting the poor student more than the rich one. But
every such attempt to be fair, as between those who have received higher education
and those who have not, will be called unfair, as between one student from a wealthy
family willing to contribute to his higher education and another whose parents are
less well off or less willing so to contribute. No repayment scheme devised to fit
into the present grant pattern can hope to avoid thie criticism.

34. We are in principle opposed to any financial arrangements which by requiring
payments from students, even If deferred, would act as a deterrent to entry into
higher education and therefore would ideally wish to see students In receipt of grants
rather than loans, However, higher education already consumes a fraction of the
total education budget which some would regard as excessive and expansion of higher
education on the scale we hope to see would greatly strengthen these criticisms. The
choice may therefore be between on the one hand continuation of the present grant .

system, with a less than desirable number entering higher education, and on the other
some contribution from each student but more entrants to higher education. We there-
fore consider it prudent to suggest for discussion a student partial loan scheme which
at least has the Important merit of avoiding the perpetual and distressing troubles
which arise from non-payment of the parental contribution, One possible arrangement,
Indicating the comparatively small burden of repayment needed to effect Sizable
econOmies,ls-illuetrated In the Appendix.

CONCLUSION

35, Despite the emphasis we have had to place on the oial problems facing higher
education, we have also suggested "ways in which the system as a whole could be
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re-oriented better to meet the requirements of the students themselves, of the society
of which they form a part, and of the national economy to which they may be expected
to contribute. We have tried to reconcile the demand for more systematic overall
planning with the need for a more open and autonomous structure. As for the costs
of higher education, we can only reiterate that some choice of methods to reduce them
is inevitable. The savings we have proposed are small compared with the probable
increases in expenditure: it is open to those who disagree with them, or with our
suggestions for new educational goals or new organisational arrangements, to suggest
better alternatives.

Appendix) A scheme for conditional grants

An illustrative income-related scheme for graduate contributions might be as
follows.

Outright maintenance grants would continue at their present level, thus preserv-
ing some differential support to students from poorer homes. But in the meantime
the cal value of the grant would be eroded by inflation and the growth of parental
income, and some students would need a new source of finance. This would be provided
in the tom of conditional grants. For each further 2100 of grant a student took out,
he would pay back a prearranged precentage of his income via the Inland ttevenue until
he had repaid the £100 plus the appropriate interest. For the rcheme to be self-
balancing at a real rate of interest of five per cent per annum, with repayment spread
on average over twenty years, about one-third of one per cent of the graduate's total
income would need to be repaid each year. In other words, a conditional grant of
£300 would result in the alienation of only 1% of future annual income over twenty years.
The relief to public funds would soon build up to a substantial level: if after 1971 the
average stun accepted by every student were £100 a year, the repayment would be
about £30m in 1981 and over 2100m in 1991.
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